Computer programs aid design work
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MANY computer programs havc been
developed that cover almost all phases
of designing and engineering heat
transfer equipment. Only special
cases remain to be programm~d.
In trying to achieve a total com
puter-program package for heat-trans
fer" equipment, we had a choice of
two alternatives. One was to prepare
one large thermal design and one
large mechanical design program en
compassing all phases of design. This
would eut down on the number of
computer programs but it would make
a relatively complex computer input.
The other was to keep the different
phases in logical b-locks. This means
a separate program for air-cooled.
vertical thermosyphons, service with
weighted mean-temperature differ
ences (MTD), etc. Each component
program has its own individual input.
For the benefit of the engineer we
decided on the second plan. This
means that there are many simple
input forms, rather than a few com
plex ones. In this way there can be
more explanation on each input fonn.
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Between 1956 and 1961 there were
many articles 1 2 <I 4 fj on thermally de
signing heat exchangers by computer.
At this time manufacturers were using
relatively small and slow computers .
There was quite a bit of operator in
tervention and decision.
:Many variables were fed in on input
that today are calculated by the com
puter. The t y p e of heat transfer
handled was mainly sensible heat and
single-phase flow,
Now programs are qui tea bit
larger, the computers are much faster,
and the whole operation is more auto
matic_ Two~phase condensation and
vaporization arc programmed. Even
the most complicated cas e s with
weighted MTD's can be done in
stages.
A recent developmcnt which has
proven beneficial is an error~checking
routine for each computer program.
This is particularly advantageous
THE OIL AND GAS JOURNAL

whenever you are running on a large
computer where computer time is quite
expensive. It is built into the pro
grams, and it catches obvious errors
and omission of data.
If the input information is insuffi
cient to run on the computer, the
item is rejected and a message is
printed out as to what the difficulty is.
However, the computer continues
with a complete run. Then the item
with the problem can be checked to
see if the assumption of the computer
is correct.
This can save several unnecessary
runs. This feature is also helpful in
training new people on filling in the
input sheets and it catches obvious
keypunch errors.
One portion of thermal design pro
grams which can be quite a problem
is the physical-property section. On
some items of input' the designer is
given a choice on whether he wants
to supply the physical properties or
let the computer do it. Our proce
dure is used on input:
I. If input is left blank, computer
does it.
2. If value is put in, computer will
use it.
Take the case of vapor specific heat.
Equations have been developed for
hydrocarbon vapors and steam. For
these fluids the input block for vapor
specific heat is left blank. But if you
have an exotic organic, hydrogen and
hydrocarbon mixture, etc., then the
specific value is filled in on input.
Taborek3 describes generally how a
data file can be set up for physical
properties. It will automatically sup
ply all the physical properties required
for heat-transfer calculations in the
form of equations which are functions
of temperature pressure.
One physical property which is dif
ficult to handle by the computer is
viscosity. When the viscosity is plotted
against temperature, the slope will
vary with· the type of fluid. Viscosity
equations for common fluids such as
water can be built into the program,
but generally it is necessary to supply
the viscosity at two different tem
peratures.
From this the computer can de
termine the slope and derive an equa
tion.
This is quite helpful because you
do not know the wall temperature to
evaluate the waH viscosity when the
design is started. It is only after the
.heat-transfer coefficients are develJANTJARY 13. 1969

oped that the tube-wall temperature
can be determined with any accuracy.
Compressibility factors for gases
can be fed in on input, or if their
spaces are left blank then they can
be computed by methods such as
reference No.6.

Shell and tube
Tube count. Generally there are
three different methods of develop
ing a tube count by computer. They
are:
I. Table look-up
2. Area mcthod
3. Accurate row method.
The table-look-up method is the
easiest method to put on the com
puter. Thc tube-count tables are stored
in a computer file. This has the disad
vantage of taking up a lot of storage.
It requires files of considerable size
to have tables for a large variety of
shell sizes and tube .patterns.
In the area method, the actual area
available for tubes is determined. If
you have the full tube circle available
for tubes, then it is a fairly simple
matter to determine the area of the
circle and mathematically calculate
the number of tubes. But usually you
have to deduct areas for nozzle en
trance and exit space, then for multi
pass units you need to deduct the
area lost due to pass plates.
The accurate~row method g i v e s
very accurate counts. It is more ac
curate than tubc counts determined
by the area method and more flexible
than using table look-up procedUres.
The exact length of each tube row
is calculated. In addition the location
of the horizontal pass plates. are ac
curately determined. From this in
formation the exact number of -tubes
in each row is calculated. If it is
desired to knock out' tubes for an
impingement plate, the number of
rows lost is computed by the program.
Then the exact number of tubes lost
is calculated.
Output•.Fig. 1 is the computer for
a shell-and-tube condenser. This is
a uni! with a long condensing range,
operating near atmospheric pressure.
The output closely resembles the
recommended form of (Tubular Ex
change Manufacturers Association)
(TEMA). The TEMA specification
sheet can be found on page nine of
the fifth edition. This item is over
surfaced to some extcnt because the
tube-side pressure drop would be ex-
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ceeded if we dccreased the tube count.
With a normal shell-flow pattern
this item would have excessive pres
sure drop. As can be seen from the
output sheet, the computer used di
vided flow. This cuts the pressure drop
down approximately one-eighth. In
addition the computer used double
segmental baffles wP.ich reduce the
pressure drop even further. This is all
done automatically by the computer.
There is also other computer output
which is not shown here. The second
page of output has summarized data
such as:
1. Calculated and actual heat-trans
fer rates
2. Film resistances
3. MTD correction factor
4. Shell-side velocity and pressure
drops
5. Physical properties used.
Other 0 u t put shows summarized
data on the different shell sizes tried
by the computer. This is quite helpful
in cases where the computer just
barely missed meeting pressure drop
and/ or heat transfer. Sometimes it
will just barely miss in one size down
from the final output. Then, upon
the jUdgment of the designer, he may
decide to use the smalIer size.

Air cooled
Oncc a computer program is de
veloped for shell-and-tube exchangers,
then there are certain characteristics
tha.t can be utilized in the air-cooled
program. The same type of logic can
be used which optimizes both the heat
transfer surface and tube length. In
addition the tube-side equations are
the same.
Some of the difficult areas of putting
air-cooled rating on a computer are:
1. MTD correction factor.
2. Fan curves.
Charts of MTD correction factors
can be found on page 85 of Natural
Gas Process Sup ply Association,
(NGPSA) 1966 manual', Perry!O,
Kernll, etc. We did not have' the
basic equations for these charts, so
we curve fitted the correction factors.
Another area of difficulty is de
termining accurately the horsepower
required. The -!an curves, even for a
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given manufacturer, are quite varied
and complex. Therefore our program
is set up to give an approximate horse
power.
It is accuratc enough to evaluate
different alternates. Thcn when the
final -selection is decided upon the
horsepower can be checked accurately
by hand. The computer uses a con
stant fan efficiency of 65 %.
A computer is particularly useful
80
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that can bc investigated on any given
rating.
Another area where a computer run
is particularly desirable is putting more
than one service in a bay. Here it
is necessary to run through each ser
vice to determine its requirements.
Then adjustments have to go back
through the design of all services
several times before thc final solution
is achieved.
In Fig. 2 you will see a primary
output of an air-cooled heat exchangcr.
This is also in specification-sheet form.
The first part of the output shows the
basic characteristics of the air cooler.
The number of sections is defined as
an individual unit of air-finned tubes.
There may be a number of these over
onc fan drive.
For this selection there are two
sections iIi each bay. Each bay will
be approximately 16 ft wide by 40 ft
long with two fans. Next is the sum
marized heat - transfer information.
Both fin-tube and bare tube rates are
given. Both total fin surface and bare
tube surface are given. The middle
portion is process information .
The bottom section has to do with
the air side and the mecha-nical con
struction. The supplementary output
which is not shown here is similar in
principle to the shell and tube.
The second page of the output gives
thc physical properties and other cal
culatcd variables. Just as in the shell
and tube, summarized intermediate
sizes are shown.

in designing air-cooled cquipment.
This is because there are so many
possible solutions to a given problem.
You can either have low horsepower
and lots of surface or high horse.;.
power and relatively small surface.
The number of tube rows also
varies with the application. Some
times it is necessary to look at many
tube-row alternates. Fintube height
and tube spacing are other variables

The most important program here
is one for the design of the body
flanges. Each flange design is a com
plcx trial-and-error solution to de
termine the optimum proportions of
the flanges.
The flange dimensions are designed
so that they will stay within the re
strictions of American Society of Me
chanical Engineers (ASME) Code and
good fabricating practice. The most
economical proportions will depend
upon whether the manufacturer ma
chines the flange from a ring or a
forging.
Korelitz 1 :! has information on the
programming logic and optimum gas
ket location. The determination of the
'optimum gas k e t location can be
achieved by trial-and-error methods
also.
Fig. 3 shows the output for the
flange program. This output looks
THE OIL AND GAS JOURNAL

,c'

quite similar to- the standard Taylor
Forge design form.
Other programs for mechanical de
sign are:
1. Floating-head closure.
2. Channel-cover thickness.
3. Tube-sheet thickness.
4. Miscel1aneous shell, channel, and
ellipsoidal head thicknesses.
5. Reinforcing-pad design.
The procedure for calculating the
tube-sheet thickness for fixed-tube
sheet exchangers has been expanded in
the 1968 TEMA standards. Because
of the new trial-and-error procedure,
the calculation is much better suited
for computers than it was previously.
These effective design pressures take
into consideration factors that were
not used previously in TEMA.
Another computer program that can
be in conjunction with the one for
calculating tube-sheet thicknesses in
fixed-tube-sheet exchangers is one for
analyzing the stresses. The output from
the tube-sheet program can be tied
directly into one for analyzing the
stresses.
In the future it is anticipated that
plotters will be used to make the fab
rication drawings. The mechanical in
formation will be fed ,into the com
puter and the calculation of all thick
nesses will be determined. From this
information plotters will make the
drawings.
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Exchanger corrosion and
fouling torment exchangers
ON-STREAM service factors of refinery
heat exchangers are going up as re
finers continue to increase on-stream
tim~s of major units. This means a
constant e f for t to design into ex
changers those qualities which allow
them to run for longer periods.
Designers m a i n t a ina vigorous
search for new products and new con
cepts in the fields of metals, inhibitors,
and antifoulants. Exotic metals pro
vide a partial answer, but often must
be aided 'by chemical neutralizers,
inhibitors, and antifoulants.
In situ cleaning has in many cases
facilitated the handling of the fouling
problem, particularly on the tube side.
But shell-side in-place operations con
. tinue to be a problem.
Oxygen problems. Oxygen, picked
up from stocks "in storage tanks open
to the air, always causes either a
corrosion or a fouling problem, espe
cially where moisture is present. Cor
rosion of carbon steel under these
conditions can be very serious.
Polymers and fouling polyps, which
foul the equipment seriously, can
form. And it's thought that sulfides
polymerize olefinic trace materia1.
To overcome this problem, it might
be ideal to run the stock from unit to
unit with no intermediate storage. But
if the refinery has developed and built
separate units from time to time, or
if incoming feed is not balanced wi~h
intermediate unit consumption, stocks
must go to intermediate storage.
Then gas blanketing is the most
obvious way to keep air from con
tracting the stock, and it is the most
used tool. Where levels fluctuate in
cone-roof tanks, modern standards
dictate the use of breather valves.
Repressuring of a tank is a simple
matter of bringing gas in under con
troL Very sensitive regulators detect
the variations in pressure, from 0.2
or 0.3 oz maximum vacuum to 0.75
or O.SO oz maximum.
Salt problem. A crude that comes
well desalted or which has very little

ROBERT C. EWING
Gulf Coast Refining Editor

salt content, say I to 10,000 ppm of
salt per 1,000 bbl, will create a lot
fewer corrosion and fouling problems.
Salt is either decomposed Or hydro
lized during distillation. Magnesium
chloride hydrolizes to give free hydro
chloric acid gas, which distills over.
If Hcr is dry it causes no particular
problem, but if it contacts moisture
it becomes a very corrosive material.
If HCI reaches heat exchangers,
corrosion-mitigation measures such as
alloys and linings, inhibitors, and/ or
injection of ammonia must be used.
Ammonia combines with the Hel to
form ammonium chloride which is a
far less corrosive material.
Inhibitors will usually be one of the
filming types, usually amine or amide
nitrogen-based materials, which form ~
films On the metal and tend to protect 
corrosion.
Some plants use only the ammonia,
controlled to give a certain pH value,
usually ranging from 7 to 8. A higher
pH takes more ammonia, and if ad
miralty tubes are being used, they
are attacked by free ammonia.
If the crude contains a lot of salt
and is also very sour, where the sulfur
will protect the admiralty from the
ammonia, a slightly higher value might
be used. But it is usually not desirable
to go a,bove S or S.5 in any case.
Acids. Mercaptans and organic
acids also cause exchanger corrosion.
These acids may be formed because
of air or CO 2 in the crude, or some
may be in the oil to begin with, but
acids will show up in varying amounts
depending upon the crude stocks and
the actu"at operation.
Phenol-extraction units experience
a mild form of corrosion which seems
to tie in with air pickup. Phenol is
rather easily oxidized to produce or
ganic acids. So IS-S stainless steels

